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No Man's Land lMarie Shek

ln common usage, No Man's Land signifies the zone separating between the armies of
enemy countries during and afterwar. This use of the term became prevalent in the First
World War, during which the trenches of the warring parties delineated areas in which
deceptive calm was broken abruptly by heavy gunfire and fierce battles. Taking their
cue from this notion, the works presented in the current exhibition seek to penetrate the
depths of irresolvable situations or explore forbidden territories, as they shine with a
little light beam on the dark sides of intermediate spaces that they encounter in real life.
Hence, the exhibition's field of action is defined to a large degree by the semantic field
that its title circumscribes, as its etymology forms the core of the artistic statement it
wishes to make.

The roots of the English expression "no man's land" go back as early as the r4trr
century. ln its original usage, the expression connoted an area that conceals more than
it reveals' lts origin is the name of a piece of ground outside of London's northern
walls, Nomanneslond, notorious for serving as a site of executions. By extension, it was
used to describe an area without known ownership in which sovereign and law had no
foothold. ln international law, the term used in Roman law for an ownerless tract of land,
Terra Nullius, has been used for centuries to describe a territory without sovereign whose
legal status is leveraged by a sovereign country to claim ownership and take possession
over it. Therefore, in its Latin form, no man's land served, among other things, as the
legal whitewash of colonialist expansionism in the New World.

ln Hebrew, the term for ownerless property, hefker, is coupred with shetah-area, space,
or tract of land - to form the equivalent of the English no man's land: shetah hefker.
Hefker appears in rabbinical literature in the same legal context as its English equivalent
(although the rabbis applied it to other property types, agricultural produce in particular).
It did not take long for the term to yield the derivative meaning of power holders' loss of
control over their subjects ("The daughters of lsrael are not reckless Ihefker]" ) or lack
of self-control ('they became prey [hefkef to the lust and passion of their own beastly
souls" ). ln modern Hebrew, the idiom "one mustn't abandon the wounded in the
battlefield," uses the verb hefkir, abandoned, to describe the shunning of responsibility
toward people in dangeq leaving them helpless, rike ownerress property, in the face of
a threat.

The works presented in the exhibition seek to explore manifestations in our surrounding
world of the Hebrew etymology of no man's land - shetah hefker - and its derivative
connotations: recklessness, abandonment and loss of control.



The participating artists operate in the intermediate space between situations, people

and territories, which touch on the invisible and the indistinct, the concealed and the
revealed, the internal and the external, permission and prohibition. lnfiltrating covert,
ambiguous or partly visible mechanisms of control, they explore situations suspended

between polar opposites: the borderline between art and reality, and the distinctions
between artistic categories and techniques; the encounter of collective historical
memorywith private, personal and family memories; areas of transition in daily life in
which the confidence we draw from the close and the familiar is undermined; situations
in which social and political mechanisms of power encourage recklessness and lack

of responsibility.

The artists'social-political awareness, or active personal involvement, has led them to
push the boundaries of the subjects of their work, risking extreme self-exposure and even

dangerous personal involvement. The themes presented in their works are paradoxical

situations which all lead to a third state - a vulnerable twilight zone; a cognitive state that
begins with a dream or fantasy and ends with self-aware criticism. Thus, in a particular

and important sense, the exhibition No Man's Land undermines its own etymology. lt warns
us not to be deluded by its common association with life on the margins of society, with
incidents in remote battlefields and semantic fields, or events and terms from the distant
past; rather, it asserts the presence ofthe term and its echoes at the heart ofour reality,
here and now.

Tsahi Hacmon's work, The Only Time is NoW engages questions of demarcation, the
setting of boundaries, appropriation and invasion. Hacmon transforms the gallery space

into a private parking lot of which he is the owner, conquering the gallery. He transposes

the familiar, daily public site into the exhibition space. The parking lot is an area of
transition that hosts actions that are detached from our consciousness and devoid of
memory. Using available props that expose the tension between the personal and the
material, Hacmon generates a charade of a falsified readymade in which a familiar
appearance becomes a statue imitating its original. The viewer, forced to pass through a

check point in order to enter the space, into a no man's land governed by laws of its own,
is caught unmasked, exposed and threatened.

ln her works Transition and Untitled, Lihi Turjeman seeks to undermine the painting
tradition. She works in a deserted house of many rooms, colonizing each room like a

nesting bird. She purposefully penetrates the canvasses the "wrong" way, choosing not to
paint "on", but rather "underneath" them. First, she scrapes the dilapidated, worn house

walls, exposing a realm made up of layers of paint, plaster and narratives.



She then spreads large canvasses on these walls, rubbing, scrubbing, carving and
etching her paintings unto them. The site where her artistic creation takes place, as

well as the visual images she conjures, are all areas that have become a no man's land.
The integration of a "random" painting technique with a scientific, calculated and
self-conscious approach, is her artistic trademark. This material alchemy was placed in a
time capsule to create maps of the artist's mental territories; a sprayed bed of molecular
particles situated in a vanishing universe that absorbs the secret of its location.

Sagit Mezamer makes boxes containing perforated rugs or cloths, in which the personal
and the incidental meet. Her work, Chasing the Dragon, Living Apart documents her
investigation into the intricate web of the drug trade. Like an undercover agent, she

follows its twisting paths, exposing the monstrous social and economic proportions of
this phenomenon, as well as its ultimate outcome: lethal addiction. These conclusions
lead Mezamer to immerse herself in this world more and more, both through her work
as a clinical psychologist and in her art. She studies the aesthetic narrational aspect
of addiction, the history of heroin and opium, as well as the personal context of the
phenomenon, through her encounter with a patient who became a heroin addict during
his military service in the Lebanon War, whom she has been treating for years. Exposure

to the drug and to motifs of withdrawal and self-destructive behavior, alongside
expressions of love and curiosity, find their way into the images and materials of which
her work is comprised. The personal story becomes a tool that Mezamer chooses for
examining this phenomenon from a universal perspective. Like the rugs burning under
the heroin addict's feet, Mezamer perforates cloths in order to disclose to the viewer the
inner workings of addiction and the face of disaster.

For years, Assaf Shoshan has been photographing the Negev desert, the rising mystery
that penetrates its imposing, enveloping silence, which sometimes portends bad omens.
ln Bedouin culture, time is likened to the breaths of nature, to the footsteps of a camel,
to the waters of a wellspring, in a vast expanse wrapped in an inscrutable aura, whose
residents are present absentees in a territorial continuum without borders.ltl
ln the work Unknown Village a single nomadic Bedouin tent in an arid hilly landscape

hovers in the desert wind, gathering in countless people. What at first appears to be

a voluntary march to a safe haven or home, may be interpreted later on as entry into
a cruel, inescapable, single-directional trap. No one leaves the tent, which re-emerges
as a black hole that ingests its dwellers as a fulfillment of their incontrovertible fate.
ln the work, Shoshan explores the tension between the private and the collective, the
anthropological dimension of the individual and of the social collective to which it
belongs. The work aims to function as an allegory of the nomadic culture that is forced
to become sedentary. A process that inverts the meaning of no man's land, compels
the residents of a desert area who are not making ownership claims over it, to accept
ownership over land that they did not ask for themselves.



Adrian Paci creates political video artworks that raise thought-provoking questions

concerning identity, immigration and globalization. An Albanian-born forced to relocate

to ltaly, Paci creates powerful video art based on a restrained atmosphere, anchored in

a single gaze or gesture. The work Centro di permanenza temporanea, the name of a

detention center for illegal immigrants in ltaly, presents downtrodden work immigrants
standing on airstairs. Their ascent into a plane that symbolizes redemption by a life of
prosperity in the West, will lead them to come face to face with the crisis that erupts
upon reaching the end of the stairs, as they encounter a void, instead of plenty. And so,

they remain stuck, helpless, without territory, condemned to life in a limbo without a

way out, suspended between heaven and earth, neither here nor there. The only thing
left for them to do is to keep dreaming. The work confronts a miserable outcome of
globalization, which was expected to open up borders and protect world citizens, but
failed to deliver its promises.

The works of Ohad Matalon Negative\Positive still projection were photographed in
the south of lsrael. Matalon creates inaccessible, unique, forbidden images that assume

an occult aura. Rather that disclose information, Matalon wishes to emphasize the
prohibition against disclosure and truth-seeking, by examining the motivations of the
political establishment to protect the public by denying access to such information.
His works confront the question whether the withholding of information necessarily

offers the protection it is expected to provide. The photographs selected emphasize the
dichotomy between site and symbol, real and concealed. ln the photographs, the sites

become a no man's land that Matalon purges and places in a deserted apocalyptic space.

The meticulous minimalism of the works conceals more than it reveals. The hovering
elements which penetrate the surrealist landscape are combined with a positive-negative

technique, making the images appear like still shorts of a science fiction movie scene.

ln zoo5, duringthe Second lntifada, Ariane Littman workingas afreelance photographer
often joined New York Times' news photographer Rina Castelnuevo. ln 2oo5, on one of
their trips, they visited a factory manufacturing protective gear for vehicles of the U.S.

forces fighting in lraq. Her gaze was drawn to movements behind an orange curtain.
Littman found herself peeking at a figure whose face was hidden behind a welding mask.

Flames and sparks flew everywhere, electrifying the air. Transfixed, Littman documented
the incident without knowing she is trespassing into a restricted access zone. The scene

she encountered led her to document war as a spiritual ritual. Several years later, Littman
learned that security arrangements at the factory were changed and public access to it
was completely denied. Littman's photographs from the series Blazing Shield are not
staged; they are the product of a given reality, which is partial and mysterious. ln the
works displayed here she successfully glided over the visible reality and reached out to
an imaginary realm couched in a classical Renaissance atmosphere.



Karen Russo's work Externsteine was filmed at a rock formation in northern Cermany
of the same name, which is an historical site of worship predating the advent of
Christianity in Europe. ln the rzth century one of the caves at the site was consecrated
as a cathedral. Not long after the Nazi rise to power, Externsteine was declared a

preservation site for the pre-Christian heritage of Germanic culture, under the auspices
and at the encouragement of SS commander-in-chief Heinrich Himmler.
Today, the site continues to attract neo-pagan and neo-Nazi groups, as well as other
sects, to mark seasonal celebrations in which the participants partake in an attempt to
create a new utopia. ln the work she filmed at the site, Russo follows people gathered
in the forest surrounding the stones, as they express their various fears, anxieties, and
perhaps resentments as well. She explores the dynamics between progressive culture and
suppressed, excluded cultural forms, and is interested in conjuring historical encounters
that invoke clandestine twilight zones.

Dina Shenhav presents a site-specific installation entitled After Dark. Nearly complete
darkness leads us to the world's end. The artist wishes to create an apocalypse on the
road to nowhere. Her installation seems to be a deserted factory at the heart of a dark
forest, which could have served as a home for partisans during the Holocaust.
A second-generation survivor who grew up in the shadow of silenced trauma, the
transition from Holocaust experiences to a sooty futurism led her to a position from
which she is capable of defending herself against the past while feeling in full control of
her present existence. Piles of coals/painted wood, a combination of a natural/artificial
space are the traces of human presence. To these she adds liquids as a sign of life and
hope. Through this work, Shenhav reflects on her family story, interweaving it with her
personal present. The melancholy that enshrouds her installation encourages viewers to
draw into themselves.

ln his thought, Jean-Paul Sartre points out a dialectical contradiction underlying the
notion of human freedom in the modern age, whereby this freedom also constitutes
the gravest danger to human existence. ln Sartre's world, freedom is perceived as the
fundamental structure of the person, which must be exposed by removing the layers of
estrangement that are forcibly applied to it by society. Within this Sarterian framework,
artists have an important role in externalizing this process by sharing it publicly, as an

act of involvement derived from social commitment.



Activist and thinker Peter Lamborn Wilson, who goes by the pseudonym Hakim Bey,

presents a rather different approach:

"Are we who live in the present doomed never to experience autonomy, never to stand for
one moment on a bit of land ruled only by freedom? Are we reduced either to nostalgia

for the past or nostalgia for the future? Must we wait until the entire world is freed of
political control before even one of us can claim to know freedom?"

The intermediate space between the positions of Sartre and Hakim Bey seems to echo
the same questions preoccupying the artists participating in our exhibition, while at the
same time serving as common ground for their displayed works. The desire to penetrate
and probe limits and borders, touch and detach from place and memory, self and otheq
finds a unique expression in each of the works, nurtured by a yearning for freedom that
the social-political reality refuses to accommodate.

The insistence on penetrating multiple and different "no man lands" through artistic
creation challenges the normative borders framing our ordinary consciousness, while
raising the question whether the freedom that lies beyond those borders will bring the
wished-for change - either in Sartre's here-and-now, or in the era of full redemption that
Bey envisions.
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